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MINUTES OF SILVER SPRINGS LAKE ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING

5/26/2019, 1:00PM- ST. JAMES PLACE, NESHKORO, WI


Meeting was called to order by President Bill Boehnlein.  Board members 
present were Vice President Mike Carberry, Treasurer Trudy Kemps, and 
Architectural Committee members Ray Braun and Joe Hemmerich. Absent 
was Secretary Alice Dischler. Bill started the meeting with the Pledge of 
Allegiance, followed by the introduction of new board member Mary 
Gizewski ( lot 215 ). Mary will be serving as new Secretary, replacing Alice 
Dischler who is moving away. We thank Alice for all her help while serving 
as our lake  secretary and wish her happiness in her new home. Bill also 
thanked Char Hanson for her hard work and expertise in planting all the 
flowers at our two “ Welcome to the Lake” signs and maintaining those 
flower beds throughout the summer.


PERSONS IN ATTENDANCE  57


1) A motion by lot #203 was made to dispense with the reading of the 
minutes from the last annual meeting ( May 26-2018 )  seconded by 
lot#196  was approved.


2) TREASURERS REPORT:  Trudy reported the Balance Sheet was 
healthy.  As a result, there are no plans for a special assessment. She 
explained the unusual legal fees were due to the fact that the lawyer 
sent a delayed bill.  Lot#105 approved report seconded by lot#141


3)   ARCHITECTURAL REPORT:  Report was given by Joe Hemmerich

      Lot#38 has a completed room and garage addition.

      Lot#106 has a new home on it and is in final completion stage.

      Lot#41 has a new unattached garage.

      Lot#62 has applied for the building of a small shed. The size has not 

                  yet been determined. 

      Lot#213 home/cottage has been completely remodeled and has new 

                    owners.  

      Lot#68  Is in the process of adding on an eyebrow (overhang) on a 

                   garage.

As a final note: Keep in mind there is a fine line between adding onto an 
existing deck or patio and building a new one. A number of lot owners 
have inquired about tearing off a dilapidated deck and/or ground patio and
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replacing them with a new one of the same size and location. This plan 
does  not need a permit from the county or from the lake architectural 
committee. However Ray Braun or Joe Hemmerich should  be informed

of this due to the fact that neighbors or other lot owners may wonder if 
your new structure is in fact the same size as the old one and that it is in 
the same location. If your patio and/or deck will be completely new or you 
plan to increase the size of an existing structure,  then anything over 100 
sq.ft needs a zoning permit from Marquette county zoning and the 
architectural committee needs to know and approve it first. There is a 
healthy fine of better than $200 if you just do a project without checking. 

Everything from lot lines, distance from your house, from drain fields, wells 
etc are all factors as to where you can place decks, patios, secondary 
buildings and so on.   

Lot#203 motioned to accept report seconded lot#46 


4) CLEAR WATER COMMITTEE REPORT: Terry Klaves gave the following 
report.

	 1) GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

	 	 A. Lots of weeds

	 	 B. Water level high

	 	 C. Water coloration brown

	 	 D. Sediment, especially in Dome Bay near inlet

	 	 E.  Lots of sediment floating on surface some days

	 	 F.   Little algae so far this year

	 	 G.  Dissolved Oxygen level 11.2mg/L or 107% saturation

	 	 H.  Results of water testing with John Knight last year


	 2) ONE OBSERVATION AT A TIME

	 	 A. Lots of weeds- Record, excessive rain fall last summer, lots

                       of snow this winter and lots of rain so far this spring.

	 	 	 Rain/snow inches: 2016/42.3	 2017/37.8

	 	 	 	 	 	    2018/51.9         2019/15.4 w/58” snow

	 	 Gully washer storms increase runoff and inlet flows bringing 

	 	 fertilizers, nutrients and weed seeds into the lake.  We have 

	 	 Eurasian Milfoil and Illinois Pondweed in the lake and have a 

	 	 plan with Aquatics to chemically treat it after Memorial Day 

	 	 weekend. We will retain Aquatics Biologists for an initial full 

	 	 lake treatment, (cutting Eurasion Milfoil spreads it), with a 

	 	 chemical that doesn’t kill invertebrates, then follow up with
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	 	 cutting the boating lanes later in the year to control weeds 

	 	 and minimize use of chemicals.  Be sure to flush your boats 

	 	 and motor cooling systems before putting them into the lake.

	 	 Consider planting shrubs/bushes along your shoreline to

	 	 minimize run off, shore erosion from boats and keep the geese 	

	 	 off your beach.

	 	 

	 	 B.  Water level too high- outlet is running full bore since March

	 	 into flooded White River Marsh, more water coming in from

	 	 springs, artesian wells and inlet than going out.  Have to lose

	 	 127,000 gallons to drop level 1 inch, takes a long time with

	 	 heavy inlet flow.


	 	 C. Water coloration too brown- Suspect high levels of tannins 

	 	 from decaying leaves that blew into the lake from last fall and

	 	 coming in from inlet.  Previous use of Reward product to stunt 		 

	 	 weeds killed off invertebrates, (water bugs), which slows rate

	 	 of decay on leaves and dead plants, (also eliminates food 

	 	 sources for our fish).  Could have some iron and nutrients

	 	 coming in from artesian wells and fertilizers during heavy 

	 	 run off.  We have a few suggestions to address the incoming

	 	 sediment and tannins coming in from the inlet, and have

	 	 presented them to the Board for review of feasibility and legal 	 	 

	 	 issues regarding these suggestions.  Board will minimize 

	 	 or eliminate the use of weed killer chemicals that kill off 

 	 	 invertebrates to accelerate return of “bugs” that accelerate

	 	 the decay of weeds and feed our fish.

	 	 

	 	 D. Sediment floating on surface—Curse of living on a small

	 	 shallow lake with frequent  temperature inversions.  Warm

	 	 sunny days warm the surface water, cool nights reduce the 

	 	 temperature of the surface water causing an inversion which 

	 	 brings bottom sediment to the surface.


	 	 E.  Little/no algae-will come later with warm weather. Our 

	 	 lake is a living organism, algae can be spot treated, but some 

	 	 types of algae are beneficial to our fish.  Best left alone unless

	 	 it gets out of control.  Expensive to treat and chemicals can 

	 	 have negative side effects.
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	 	 F.  Dissolved oxygen levels— Board purchased a 

	 	 dissolved oxygen (DO) meter for $1,500 last fall, we can now

	 	 monitor our own DO levels and run aerators as needed.  Fish 

	 	 start to stress at 5mg/L which we hit in February due to heavy

	 	 snow and low light penetration causing lake weeds to not 

	 	 produce oxygen.  Aerators were turned on opening water at 

	 	 the deep hole and DO levels shot back up to 13mg/l,and

	 	 fish were delirious.  Currently maintaining 11mg/L, which

	 	 is 107% saturation with only one aerator running.


	 	 G. Water flows in and out of lake were monitored all

	 	 summer, water chemistry was analyzed at UM-Stevens Point

	 	 twice.   Presence of invertebrates was monitored throughout

	 	 the summer.  Results are being analyzed by Jon Knight and

	 	 his recommendation will be provided.  Jon agrees with our

	 	 plan for whole lake treatment early this year.  The lake water

	 	 chemical analysis at UW-SP does not detect tannins, and Jon 

	 	 is reviewing iron content.


	 	 H.  Shoreline treatment for Eurasian Milfoil next Weds,5-29-19

	 	 Watering and swimming restrictions apply.


OPEN FOR QUESTIONS


Lot#63  Concern about Milfoil which is becoming a problem. Discussion 

	     on how Aquatics will handle the treatment.


Lot#141 Asked about weed cutting this year.  Terry stated about 40% of 
the people on the  lake refuse to rake the cut weeds that land on their 
shores.  The reasons for this are many: some just physically can’t do it or 
they are not here when the weeds show up on their shores.  Cutting Milfoil

is not effective because cut Milfoil reroots.


Lot#104  Concern about safety of swimming when chemicals have been 

	       used. This was checked out and the chemicals used are safe

	       for humans.


Lot#165  Pointed out how clear the water was on his golf course and all
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	       they put in the water are golf balls. He said that works real good.


Lots#56 and46  Discussion on dredging and muck pellets:   Dredging is 

	 	         being discussed and  studied. Some people are using 

	 	         pellets. Joe Hemmerich has information on pellets.


Lot#96 	 	 Moved to approve report seconded by Lot#41


5) Fish Stocking Report given by Bob Noga. General fish population are 
thriving. Many people were very interested and had questions about the 
fish.

Lot#104 Asked Bob what he used for bait. He said he used White Spinners 
and Sinkos.

Lot#203 Had questions about fish feeders and what was being used for 
feed.Some people are using Purina Aqua Max. It was explained that 
oatmeal has no nutritional value and fish will not grow eating oatmeal. 
Discussion followed on value of stocking fish. Lot#105 moved to approve 
seconded by Lot#134


6) OLD BUSINESS    Reminders that all boats need Lot numbers on them.. 
Reminder to read the newsletters they contain good information about our 
lake. Discussion on outlet review.

Lot#203 shared information on renting a trencher to pull up sand on your 
beach. Discussion followed and Lot#41 added that the less pitch of your 
beach the less erosion 

Reminder that the Golf outing is June 8-2019 at Waushara Country Club. if 
you don’t golf come for dinner catered by The Moose.


7) OPEN COMMENTS:

	 LOT#219 Expressed three concerns:

	 #1. A reminder that sound travels on water. People should be aware 

	 everyone is listening to your conversations and some language is not 
	 appropriate for kids to hear. Please be considerate.

	 #2. There is a big concern about dangerous activity on pontoons. 

	 Sitting on the front of pontoons and dangling your feet is dangerous
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	 and many people allow their children to do this.

	 #3. Water clarity is also a concern. Many people like to swim but the 

	  the water conditions are making it less appealing.

	 


	 Lot#155 also has serious concerns about people sitting on the front

	 of a pontoon dangling their feet while motoring.


  	 Lots 48-60 were asked to stay after the meeting for a short 

	 informational meeting regarding the drainage ditch on the east

	 side of the lake.

	 

	 Lot#165 asked if you needed a permit to put a pre-built shed on your 
	 property.  It was noted that any shed 100 sq.ft. in area needs a 

	 permit.


	 Lot#46 moved to adjournment, seconded by Lot#105


President Bill Boehnlein thanked everyone for attending.


Respectfully Submitted by Barb Boehnlein, Temporary Recorder	 	 	


